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Week 2   

October 1, 2015 
 

Meetings were held through the weekend (12 hour sessions) and into this week in an effort to 
conclude the bargaining and reach an equitable deal for the membership.  United passed a 
comprehensive proposal to the union on Saturday.  The committee at-large and various sub-
committees spent Sunday in discussions to develop a comprehensive counter proposal.  
We presented the counter on Monday and spent the next day’s waiting on response from the 
company.   While waiting, sub-committees continued working out the final remaining open 
issues.  
 
Both parties’ proposals included the “four corners” needed to achieve an agreement: wages, 
healthcare, scope, and pension, but the final vision of the two sides remains drastically different. 
We had hoped that the change in leadership at United would create a more realistic direction in 
finally fulfilling their long standing promise to technicians.  We had also hoped that the new 
regime would recognize our sacrifices and hard work in helping to create the most profitable 
quarters ever enjoyed by this company.  Unfortunately, the new direction that has been 
advertised to the public has not yet made its way down to the company negotiators and we are 
stuck with more of the same.  
 
Although both parties worked long hours throughout the two weeks, it became clear that we 
would not conclude bargaining and come to an agreement in principal during this session. The 
direction of the company made it evident to us that they would need to expand their economic 
platform if they intend to come close to our member’s expectations. 
 
With that realization, we suspended talks for this session. Our desire is that the company 
representatives go back to their leadership and discuss the current situation. We are prepared 
to continue towards reaching an agreement that will satisfy the membership or the union will 
move to the next step of bargaining process. Hopefully the company will recognize the 
opportunity that is now available to them and make some real efforts to create a fix.   
   
Additional sessions have been scheduled in mid-October to continue towards our goal of an 
industry leading agreement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Useful links 
  
If you would like to see a link added to this list please contact Bob Fisher at: 
rcfisher7@yahoo.com   
 
The following Locals represent these respective cities:  
Boston Local 25 
New York & Washington Local 210 
Charleston & Atlanta Local 528 
Miami, Ft. Lauderdale Tampa & Orlando Local 769 
Cleveland Local 964 
Chicago Local 781 
Houston, Dallas & New Orleans Local 19 
Phoenix Local 104 
Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles, San Diego, Las Vegas, Hawaii & Guam Local 986 
San Francisco Local 856/986 
Denver Local 455  
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